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ABSTRACT 
A 1/20 scale model of the F-106B with simulated underwing engine nacelles was 
tested in the Lewis Research Center 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel. Pressures 
and boattail drag coefficients were obtained on cone-cylinder and bulged nacelles with 
15' conical boattail afterbodies and jet boundary simulators. Data were obtained with 
and without inlet airflow through the nacelles at  attack angles from 0' to 8'. Effects of 
nacelle strut  geometry, local elevon geometry, and elevon deflection were also investi- 
gated. The installed boattail pressure drag coefficient was lower than isolated nacelle 
values at all Mach numbers, and transonic drag rise was delayed to Mach 0.975. 
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SUMMARY 
A test was conducted in the Lewis Research Center 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind 
tunnel utilizing a 1/20 scale model of the F-106B aircraft with simulated underwing en- 
gine nacelles. Pressures  and boattail drag coefficients were obtained on cone-cylinder 
nacelles and on bulged nacelles, both with 15' conical boattail afterbodies and jet bound- 
a r y  simulators. Data were obtained with and without inlet airflow through the nacelles 
at angles of attack from 0' to 8'. 
nacelle aft of the forebody cone shoulder and increased pressure on the boattail when 
compared with isolated nacelle results. The resulting boattail drag coefficients were 
reduced at all Mach numbers , and the transonic drag rise was delayed until Mach 0.975. 
Closed nacelle inlets generally resulted in decreased boattail drag coefficients, Increas- 
ed angle of attack resulted in increased pressure forward on the nacelle but had little ef - 
fect on boattail pressure drag. The effects of nacelle strut  geometry, local elevon geom- 
etry, and elevon deflection on boattail drag coefficient were generally small. 
Airframe installation resulted in reduced pressure on the cylindrical portion of the 
As part of a broad program in airbreathing propulsion, the Lewis Research Center 
is investigating airframe installation effects on exhaust nozzle performance of nozzle 
systems appropriate for use at  supersonic speeds. In this continuing program, airframe 
installation effects are being investigated both in wind tunnel and flight tests at subsonic 
and transonic speeds. 
It has been demonstrated that performance of an exhaust system can be appreciably 
affected, especially at off-design conditions, when it is installed on an aircraft (refs. 1 
to 4).  This result generally arises from perturbations generated by the aircraft on the 
nozzle external flow field. With an engine nacelle installation typical for a supersonic 
cruise aircraft, the nacelle may be installed close to the lower surface of a large wing 
and the afterbody may extend downstream of the wing trailing edge. This aft location of 
the nacelle provides shielding of the inlet by the wing surfaces to minimize angle-of- 
attack effects. To investigate installation effects on the flow over a podded engine instal- 
lation of this type, a test was conducted in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel 
utilizing a 1/20 scale model of the F-106B aircraft with simulated underwing engine na- 
celles. The F- 106B model was selected because it has a wing planform which could be 
representative of present and future supersonic aircraft. In addition, the Lewis Research a 
Center will  use an F-106B aircraft in a flight test program to investigate installation 
effects on a variety of propulsion system concepts incorporated in underwing engine na- 
celles. 
tained on cone-cylinder and bulged nacelles with 15' conical boattail afterbodies and jet 
boundary simulators. These afterbodies simulated the geometry of a variable flap ejec- 
tor when the exit area is closed for operation at subsonic and transonic speeds. Data 
were obtained both with and without inlet airflow through the nacelles over a Mach number 
range of 0.56  to 1 . 4 6  at angles of attack from 0' to 8'. The influence of nacelle strut  
geometry, local elevon geometry, and elevon angle was investigated. Results of these 
investigations a re  presented herein, and comparisons are made with data from isolated- 
nacelle studies. Also, the results of a simulation of the effects of an adjacent outboard 
nacelle on an inboard nacelle achieved by using a reflection plate are presented. 
In the wind tunnel tests, nacelle pressures and boattail drag coefficients were ob- 
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2 (7 .78  cm ) cross-sectional area of cylindrical nacelle, 1.205 in. 
2 projected area of boattail, 0.664 in.2 (4 .28 cm ) 
body line station measured from model centerline 
wing span, 23.292 in. (59.1 cm) 
axial boattail pressure drag coefficient in direction of nacelle +, (axial force)/%A 
in. (3 .145 cm) 
body line station at 3.635 in. (9.26 cm) 
pressure coefficient, (p - po)/q, 
diameter of cylindrical nacelle, 1.239 
axial distance along wing chord line at 
free-stream Mach number 
free - s tream stagnation pres sure 
local static pressure 
free-stream static pressure 
free-stream dynamic pressure 
radius of cylindrical nacelle, 0.620 in. (1.572 cm) 
axial distance aft of nacelle cone shoulder 
coordinate defining lower surface of wing near nacelle along body line station at 
3.635 in. (9.26 cm) 
coordinate defining width of narrow nacelle strut 
model angle of attack, deg 
elevon deflection angle, +down and -up, deg 
nacelle angular coordinate, deg 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the model installation in the transonic test sec- 
tion of the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel. The model, a 1/20 scale of the 
F-106B aircraft, was sting mounted from the tunnel floor strut. Shown in figure 2 are 
two views of the model installed in the tunnel with two different underwing engine nacelle 
configurations. Tests were conducted over a range of Mach numbers from 0.56 to 1.46 
at angles of attack from 0' to 8'. Reynolds number varied from 3.6X10 per foot 
(1.18X10 per cm) at Mach number 0.56 to  4. 96X106 per foot (1. 628X105 per cm) at Mach 
number 1.46. Model blockage at 0' angle of attack was less than 0.3 percent. Although 
the model scale was relatively small, it was selected to avoid effects of tunnel wall inter- 
ference at transonic Mach numbers. 
nacelles is shown in figure 3. The aircraft model was 38.475 inches (97.60 cm) long 
and had a 60' sweptback delta wing with an 11.646-inch (29.57-cm) semispan. The 
F-106B fuselage inlets were open and thus allowed airflow to pass through the model 
fuselage. The simulated engine nacelles were strut  mounted to the lower surface of the 
wing on each side of the fuselage at body line stations (BL) of 3.635 inches (9.26 cm) o r  
32.05 percent semispan. Hereinafter, the nacelles are called left and right, as viewed 
d t h e  upstream direction. The nacelles were installed at a -4.5' incidence angle with 
respect to the wing chord and extended aft of the wing trailing edge. The nacelles also 
extended below the lower surface of the fuselage which was fairly flat in the region of the 
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A schematic drawing of the model details and the installation of the simulated engine 
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nacelles. However, because of area rule considerations, the fuselage sidewalls, which 
extended below the wing, had a slight contour in the vicinity of the nacelles (fig, 3(a)). 
Each nacelle had a 15' conical boattail with zero radius of curvature at its juncture with 
the cylindrical portion of the nacelle and was followed by a cylindrical jet boundary sim- 
ulator. The purpose of the simulator was to approximate the local flow field that would 
exist in the presence of a jet with an exit- to local-static-pressure ratio of 1.0. The 
elevons could be tested in three positions, with deflection angles of Oo, +5O (downward), 
and - 5' (upward). Fixed sections of the elevons were used above the nacelles, herein- 
after called elevon cutouts. 
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the two nacelle geometries investigated, a cone- 
cylinder configuration and a similar configuration with a bulged section added to the lowen 
surface to simulate an engine accessory pod. The latter configuration was a scaled ver- 
sion of the nacelle to be used in a series of flight tests to be conducted at Lewis utilizing 
a 5-85/13 engine. Both nacelle geometries had a cylindrical diameter of 1.239 inches 
(3.145 cm). To investigate the effects of nacelle inlet spillage, each nacelle configura- 
tion was tested with open and closed inlets. The open nacelles had normal shock inlets 
which allowed the s t ream flow to pass through the nacelle body and exit at the aft end of 
the jet boundary simulators. The inlet capture area was selected to approximate the 
engine airflow demand of a supersonic turbojet engine operated at subsonic and transonic 
speeds. The solid nacelles had 6.1' half-angle conic forebodies, and the open nacelles 
had 6.1' cowls. The length of all the nacelle configurations, as measured along the 
upper surface from the forebody shoulder to the end of the boattail afterbody, was 6.611 
inches (16.78 cm). The afterbodies had a ratio of projected boattail area to cross- 
sectional area of the nacelle based on the cylindrical diameter (A /A) of 0.551. The base 
of each boattail was  located 0.92 nacelle diameter aft of the wing trailing edge. 
All the model instrumentation was located on the nacelles, as shown in figure 5. The 
solid nacelles (fig. 5(a)) were instrumented over their entire length with a total of 63 
pressure orifices (64 for the bulged nacelles) located at six angular coordinate stations 
C p .  Each boattail had a total of 16 pressure orifices located at four angular coordinate 
stations and at four longitudinal stations at the centroid of equal annular areas. Thus, 
an equal projected area was assigned to each orifice. These orifices were then used to 
obtain the integrated boattail axial pressure drag coefficient defined as follows: 
B 
where 
solid nacelles was brought out through the end of the jet boundary simulators (fig. 2(b)). 
The open nacelles (fig. 5(b)) were instrumented near the aft end only. Eight pressure 
orifices were located on the cy&&ical portion of the open nacelles at four angular 
is the average boattail pressure coefficient. The instrumentation for the 
P 
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coordinate stations. The boattails had a total of 12 orifices located at only three angular 
coordinate stations (rp = Oo, 180°, and 270'). The integrated boattail pressure drag was 
then obtained by combining the orifices on the three angular coordinate stations from the 
nacelle under one wing with the orifices on the sp = 270' angular coordinate station from 
the nacelle under the other wing. The bulged nacelles had one orifice located internally 
near the end of the boattail at x/d = 5.3. The open-nacelle instrumentation was  brought 
out of the nacelles through the struts and through channels cut into the model wing. 
Two types of struts were investigated and are shown in figure 6. The first type is 
referred to as the narrow strut  and was used in conjunction with the rectangular elevon 
cutout (fig. 7(a)). The second type is referred to as the wide strut  and was used in con- 
s junction with the faired elevon cutout (fig. 7(b)). The wide strut was designed to fair into 
the base of this cutout. The faired elevon cutout was used to simulate a typical  auxiliary 
inlet ejector nozzle installation and is shown installed on the model in figure 8. In such 
an installation, some of the auxiliary inlets would be exposed to the top wing flow field 
and the remainder to the underwing flow field. Because of the limitations of the model 
design, open auxiliary inlets were not used. 
A reflection-plate simulation of an adjacent nacelle was made for an outboard nacelle 
located at BL 7.175 inches (18.21 cm) or  61.6 percent semispan. The reflection plate 
was located midway between the inboard and outboard nacelle locations at BL 5.405 inches 
(13.72 cm) or  46.4 percent semispan. Details of the reflection plate and installation of 
the reflection plate and outboard nacelle are shown in figure 9. Firs t ,  a test was con- 
ducted to determine the influence of the reflection plate on the inboard nacelle. Then, 
another test was conducted to determine the influence of an identical outboard nacelle. 
would occur forward on the model and nacelles. A 0.25-inch-wide (0.634-cm-wide) 
s t r ip  of number-30 grit was attached 2 inches (5.08 cm) aft of the model and nacelle 
leading edges. 
Boundary layer tr ips,  as seen in figures 2 and 8, were used to ensure that transition 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Boattail Pressure  Drag 
Comparisons of the installed-nacelle boattail pressure coefficient distributions 
with data from a larger isolated nacelle tested in the same facility at Mach 0.9 are 
shown in figure 10. These results indicate a large installation effect that increased 
boattail pressures,  but because of the limited instrumentation on the installed nacelle 
(16 orifices as compared with 70 on the larger model), the low pressure which occurred 
just aft of the boattail shoulder was not properly accounted for in the boattail pressure 
integration. A similar conclusion was also evident at other Mach numbers. Because of 
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the significant change in the pressure distributions when these low pressures were in- 
cluded, it was decided to correct the installed-nacelle boattail drag data in an approxi- 
mate manner, using the results from the isolated-nacelle tests. The isolated nacelle was 
a 4.0-inch-diameter (10.16-cm-diam) solid cone-cylinder configuration with a loo half- 
angle forebody cone. It had the same boattail geometry as the installed nacelles. The 
isolated nacelle was tested with three lengths of cylindrical section (4.72, 6. 53, and 
11.53 model diameters) with the shortest having the same cylindrical-section length to 
diameter ratio as the installed nacelles. The appearance of these models was generally 
similar to that of the nacelles described in reference 5. Results from these isolated- 
nacelle tests'indicated that the low pressure just aft of the boattail shoulder (0.012 model 
diameter) is a function of the local Mach number o r  local static to free-stream stagnatioa 
pressure ratio immediately upstream of the shoulder (fig. 11). Therefore, with the as- 
sumption of no alteration of the initial expansion by installation effects, a reasonable 
estimate of the minimum boattail pressure coefficient on the installed nacelles was ob- 
tained by first examining the local upstream pressure ratio p/Po (assuming no stagna- 
tion pressure loss). This was  done for each angular coordinate station to account for 
circumferential variations in the flow around the installed nacelles. The pressure coef - 
ficients obtained in this manner were averaged around the nacelle and then compared with 
the average pressure coefficient measured at the first boattail orifice station (11) on the 
installed nacelles. The difference in average pressure coefficient between these two 
stations was then used to calculate an incremental drag coefficient. This was done, as 
demonstrated in figure 12, by assuming that the average pressure coefficient determined 
using figure 11 existed at the centroid of the projected annular area, A /A = 0.04. The 
incremental drag coefficient was then algebraically added to the original drag coefficient 
based on 16 orifices. In figures 10 to 20 the installed boattail drag coefficients have 
been corrected as described. 
and data from the isolated-nacelle model is shown in figure 13. At all Mach numbers, 
installed boattail drag coefficients measured on the cylindrical and bulged nacelles (both 
open and solid) are lower than isolated-nacelle r.esults. The boattail drag coefficients 
are low at subsonic Mach numbers and do not increase with increasing Mach number 
until Mach numbers greater than 0.975 are achieved. These reductions in boattail drag 
coefficient at subsonic Mach numbers are similar in trend to the results observed in 
reference 6 where a 15' conical boattail was tested under a simulated wing (dashed 
curve, fig. 13). In figure 13 installed-nacelle data are presented for both the left and 
right nacelles and generally show favorable agreement. The drag coefficients measured 
on the right nacelle near Mach 1.0 are slightly lower than those on the left nacelle. This 
effect is attributable to a slight radius of curvature that was inadvertently generated on 
the boattail shoulder of the right nacelle when the instrumentation was installed. 
*a 
P 
A comparison between boattail drag coefficients obtained with the installed nacelles 
The effect of nacelle inlet spillage, as determined from a comparison between solid 
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and open nacelles (fig. 13), indicates that increased inlet spillage generally results in 
decreased boattail drag coefficient except fo r  the bulged nacelles between Mach numbers 
1 . 0  and 1 . 1  and the cylindrical nacelles at Mach 1.0.  Also seen in figure 13 are differ- 
ences in boattail drag coefficient between the cylindrical and bulged nacelles that vary 
with inlet spillage. With the open nacelles, the bulge resulted in lower drag coefficients 
except between Mach numbers 0.95  and 1.1 .  With the solid nacelles, the differences 
between the cylindrical and bulged nacelles are decreased at subsonic Mach numbers and 
let spillage can both moderate and enhance the influence of the bulges on boattail drag 
coefficient. 
The effect of angle of attack is shown in figure 14 for the configuration with cylindri- 
cal solid nacelles and rectangular elevon cutouts at 0' elevon angle. Over the Mach 
number range investigated, the effect of increasing angle of attack was small except sub- 
sonically at 8' angle of attack, where the boattail drag increased, and supersonically 
between Mach numbers 1 . 0  and 1.1,  where boattail drag decreased with increasing angle 
of attack. Similar results were obtained for all other configurations. 
In figures 15 and 16, the effect of elevon angle on boattail drag coefficient is shown 
for the two different elevon cutout geometries. In general, elevon angle slightly influ- 
ences boattail drag coefficient, but a consistent trend is not apparent except near Mach 
1 . 0  where both plus and minus 5' elevon angles result in increased boattail drag. The 
effect of nacelle strut  and elevon cutout geometry on boattail drag coefficient is shown in 
figure 17 for the solid and open bulged nacelles at 0' angle of attack and 0' elevon angle. 
At subsonic Mach numbers, the effects of strut and elevon cutout geometry are small; 
however, at supersonic Mach numbers, the faired e levon cutout configuration resulted 
in a 2 to 7 . 5  percent increase in boattail drag coefficient as compared with values ob- 
tained with the rectangular elevon cutout configuration. Therefore, it is evident that the 
wing flow directed into the boattail region by the faired elevon cutouts can result in small 
increases in drag coefficient. However, it should be noted that this result might differ 
if open auxiliary inlets were present. 
tests were conducted with the F-106B inlets internally blocked. These tests were con- 
ducted for  both the rectangular and faired elevon cutout geometries. The results, as 
shown in figure 18, indicate that the drag coefficients were generally slightly higher 
with the F-106B inlets plugged, with the highest drag coefficients being observed for the 
faired-elevon-cutout configuration. 
In figure 19 are presented the results of a test which was conducted to simulate the 
influence of an adjacent outboard nacelle on an inboard nacelle by the utilization of a re- 
flection plate located midway between the nacelle stations. As seen in figure 19, at all 
Mach numbers the influence of the reflection plate on the inboard-nacelle boattail drag 
coefficient is negligible; however, the influence of the adjacent outboard nacelle is sig- 
~ increased between Mach numbers 0.95  and 1.1.  This effect indicates that increased in- 
* 
To evaluate the effects of F-106B fuselage inlet spillage on boattail drag coefficient, 
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nificant between Mach numbers 0.95 to 1.05 and 1.36 to 1.46. These results indicate 
that an adjacent nacelle can influence boattail drag coefficient and that these effects can- 
not be adequately simulated by a simple reflection plate. 
a test was conducted with the jet boundary simulators removed from the open-bulged- 
nacelle configuration. The results of this test, as shown in figure 20, indicate that boat- 
tail drag coefficient is significantly increased at all Mach numbers without the jet bound- 
ary simulators, which agrees with results presented in reference 5. 
To investigate the influence of the jet boundary simulators on boattail drag coefficient, 
Nacelle and Boattail Pressures 
m 
In figure 21, pressure distributions are presented for the cylindrical nacelles at 0' 
model angle of attack and 0' elevon angle for all Mach numbers investigated. Pressure 
coefficient data are presented for only the left nacelle since a favorable agreement was 
observed between the left and right nacelle pressures. This agreement was true for all 
the configurations investigated. The pressures on the forward portion of the nacelle 
demonstrate a similarity to those obtained on typical isolated cone -cylinder configura- 
tions. A typical flow overexpansion occurs at the cone-cylinder juncture and the flow 
recompresses downstream on the cylindrical portion of the nacelle. At subsonic Mach 
numbers, the flow over the boattail shows an expansion region at the boattail juncture 
followed by a recompression, with the aft boattail pressures being recompressed to lev- 
els greater than free-stream static. At Mach numbers 0.90 and 0.95, a pressure dis- 
continuity region, or  terminal shock, moves aft on the nacelle with increasing Mach 
number, which tends to increase the pressures over the aft portion of the nacelle. These 
high pressures on the boattail account for the low drag coefficients observed at subsonic 
Mach numbers in figure 13. Above Mach 0.95, the pressure discontinuity region moves 
aft of the boattail, and the decreasing pressure on the boattail results in the drag rise 
observed at Mach 0.975 (fig. 13). At supersonic Mach numbers, the flow expansion at 
the boattail juncture is stronger, and the pressure over the entire boattail remains less 
than free -stream static. Circumferential pressure variations exist over the entire na- 
celle length. On the forward portion of the nacelle, higher pressures occur on the bottom 
of the nacelle, and, on the aft portion, pressures are generally higher at the top. 
attack of 4' are compared with data from the isolated model at 0' angle of attack. Dif- 
ferent angles of attack are used in this comparison to provide a similar alinement of the 
two nacelles with free-stream flow. On the cylindrical section of the installed nacelle, 
pressures are generally lower than isolated results; an opposite trend is seen on the 
boattail. The lower pressures on the installed-nacelle body probably result from a re- 
flection of the cone-shoulder flow expansion from the lower surface of the wing, which 
amplifies the overexpansion of the nacelle pressures. Recompression to free-stream 
In figure 22, pressure distributions for the cylindrical nacelle at a model angle of 
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static pressure requires greater length along the nacelle, and at the high subsonic speeds 
the boattail is immersed in this recompression field. The higher boattail pressures on 
the installed nacelle at high subsonic speeds are strongly dependent on the location of the 
terminal shock within the recompression region. These pressure comparisons corre- 
spond to the boattail drag coefficient comparisons shown in figure 13 and demonstrate 
why the transonic drag rise was delayed until Mach 0.975. 
The static pressure measured aft in the flow duct of the open nacelle is seen in 
figure 23. At supersonic Mach numbers the pressure in the duct is less than free- 
stream static both with and without jet boundary simulators which indicates that the open 
nacelle inlet was probably capturing a complete stream tube and that the resulting spill- 
plete spillage of the solid-nacelle configurations. 
solid-nacelle pressures is shown in figure 24. Since the open nacelles were instrument- 
ed only over the aft portion, a comparison can be made in this region only. The data 
shown for the 9 = 90' coordinate on the open-nacelle boattail were obtained from the 
identical nacelle under the right wing. The pressures immediately upstream of the boat- 
tail for most Mach numbers are lower for the solid nacelles except on top of the open 
nacelle at x/d = 4.55. In general, the pressures on the boattail were slightly higher for 
the solid nacelles except at Mach 1.0. These boattail pressure comparisons a re  again 
reflected in the boattail drag coefficient results shown in figure 13. 
Pressure distributions on the bulged nacelles are shown in figure 25 at 0' angle of 
attack for two representative Mach numbers. As would be expected, the pressures over 
the bulged region of the nacelle differ from those observed for the cylindrical nacelle in 
figure 21. Pressures over the aft region of the nacelle and on the boattail were similar 
to the cylindrical-nacelle results. Circumferential pressure variations can again be 
seen over the entire length of the nacelle. 
tions are shown in figure 26 for two representative Mach numbers. In general, increas- 
ing angle of attack resulted in higher pressures over the forward portion of the nacelles; 
however, over the aft portion of the nacelle and on the boattail, the changes were small. 
The small influence of angle of attack on boattail pressures is reflected in the boattail 
drag results shown in figure 14. 
for the solid bulged nacelles at 0' angle of attack. In general, elevon angle significantly 
influenced the pressure on the aft end of the nacelles but had only a small influence onthe 
boattail pressures. With the elevons deflected +5O (down), the pressures on the aft end 
of the nacelles increased; with the elevons at -5' (up), the same pressures decreased. 
on nacelle pressure distribution is shown for the solid and open nacelles, respectively, 
Ix age was probably due only to the cowl projected area. This is in contrast to the com- 
The effect of inlet spillage as determined from a comparison between open- and 
The effects of model angle of attack on the solid-bulged-nacelle pressure distribu- 
The effect of elevon angle on nacelle pressure distribution is presented in figure 27 
In figures 28 and 29, the combined effect of nacelle strut and elevon cutout geometry 
, 9 
at 0' angle of attack. The data presented for the open-nacelle boattails at 50 = 90' were 
again obtained from the nacelle under the right wing. In general, a change in nacelle 
strut and elevon cutout geometry has little influence on the pressures over the forward 
portion of the nacelles. However, with wide struts and the faired elevon cutouts, the 
pressures over the aft portion of the nacelles are greater than those measured with the 
narrow struts and rectangular elevon cutouts at both subsonic and supersonic Mach num- 
bers. This result is seen primarily on the upper region of the nacelle at angular coor- 
dinates 9 = Oo, 45O, and 315'. The low pressures on the upper quadrant of the boattail 
show that the faired elevon cutouts result in a stronger flow expansion at the boattail 
juncture. This stronger flow expansion corresponds to the slight increase in boattail 
drag coefficient measured with the faired cutouts, as shown in figure 17. 
Figure 30 shows the effect of F-106B fuselage inlet spillage on nacelle pressure dis- 
tributions at 0' angle of attack and 0' elevon angle. At both subsonic and supersonic 
Mach numbers, blocking the F-106B inlets resulted in small  changes in the nacelle pres- 
sures. The pressures on the boattail are generally lower with the F-106B inlets closed, 
which results in the slight increase in boattail drag coefficient shown in figure 18. 
The influence of a reflection plate and an adjacent outboard nacelle on the inboard 
nacelle pressure distribution is shown in figure 31 at 0' angle of attack for two represen- 
tative Mach numbers. At subsonic Mach numbers, the influence of both the reflection 
plate and the outboard nacelle was negligible. This result was also generally true for the 
reflection plate at supersonic Mach numbers, However, the adjacent outboard nacelle 
resulted in significant changes in the inboard nacelle pressures. This result indicates 
that the reflection plate located midway between the two nacelle locations does not ade- 
quately simulate an outboard nacelle over the Mach number range tested. 
A comparison of nacelle pressures with and without jet boundary simulators is shown 
in figure 32 for the open bulged nacelles at 0' angle of attack and 0' elevon angle. The 
effects of removing the jet boundary simulators are predominantly evident on the boattail 
where the pressures are decreased. This result corresponds to the increased boattail 
drag coefficients seen in figure 20 with the jet boundary simulators removed. 
a 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
To investigate airframe installation effects on engine nacelles and afterbodies at 
subsonic and supersonic speeds, a test was conducted in the Lewis Research Center 
8-  by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel using a 1/20 scale model of the F-106B aircraft with 
simulated underwing engine nacelles. Pressure data and boattail drag coefficients were 
obtained on cone-cylinder nacelles and on bulged nacelles, both with 15' conical boattail 
afterbodies and jet boundary simulators. Data were obtained both with and without air- 
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flow through the nacelles over a Mach number range of 0.56  to 1.46 at angles of attack 
from 0' to 8'. The following results were obtained: 
1. Airframe installation resulted in reduced pressure on the nacelle body aft of the 
forebody cone shoulder and increased pressure on the boattail when compared with 
isolated-nacelle results. The corresponding boattail drag coefficients were reduced at 
all Mach numbers and the transonic drag r ise  was delayed to Mach 0.975. 
2. Closed nacelle inlets generally decreased boattail drag coefficient except near 
Mach 1. 0. 
3. Increasing the angle of attack increased pressures over the forward portion of the 
nacelles and had little effect on the boattail pressures. The corresponding effect on boat- 
increased, and near Mach 1.0,  where increasing angle of attack resulted in reduced boat- 
tail drag. 
4. At subsonic Mach numbers, combined strut and elevon cutout geometry and 
elevon angle had little effect on boattail drag coefficient. At supersonic Mach numbers, 
the wide struts and faired elevon cutouts resulted in 2 to 7 .5  percent increases in boat- 
tail drag coefficient as compared with values observed with rectangular elevon cutouts. 
Nacelle pressures were influenced by the variations in geometry at all Mach numbers. 
5. A reflection plate was not effective in simulating the effects of an adjacent out- 
board nacelle on boattail pressures. The effects of the outboard nacelle were significant 
at Mach numbers from 0.95 to 1.05  and 1.36 to 1.46. 
8) 
c) tail drag coefficient was small except subsonically at 8' angle of attack, where the drag 
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(a) Open-nacelle configuration. 
Figure 2. - Model installed in wind tunnel. 
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Figure 16. -Effect of elevon angle on boattail drag coefficient; solid bulged nacelles wi th wide nacelle struts and faired 
elevon cutouts at 0' angle of attack. 
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Figure 25. - Pressure distribution on left solid bulged nacelle; narrow nacelle struts and rectangu- 
lar elevon cutouts at 0" angle of attack and 0" elevon angle. 
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Figure 28. - Effect of nacelle s t ru t  and elevon cutout geometry on nacelle pressure 
distribution; solid bulged nacelles at  0" angle of attack and 0" elevon angle. 
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Figure 29. -Effect of nacelle strut and elevon cutout geometry on nacelle pressures; open 
bulged nacelles at 0" angle of attack and 0" elevon angle. 
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Figure 29. - Concluded. 
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Figure 30. -Effect of closed F-106 in lets on nacelle pressure distribution; soiid bu l -  
ged nacelles wi th wide struts and faired elevon cutouts at 0" angle of attack and 0" 
elevon angle. 
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Figure 30. -Continued. 
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Figure 30. - Continued. 
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Figure 31. -Effect of reflection plate and outboard nacelle 
on  inboard nacelle pressures; open bulged nacelles wi th 
narrow struts and rectangular elevon cutouts at  0" 
angle of attack and 0" elevon angle. 
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Figure 31. - Concluded. 
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Figure 32. - Comparison of open-nose bulged-nacelle pressures wi th and without jet boundary 
simulators; narrow struts and rectangular elevon cutouts at 0" angle of attack and 0" elevon 
angle. 
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Figure 32. - Concluded. 
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